Executive Summary

Post-closing errors related to trailing or missing documents are an expensive thorn in our
industry’s side. Follow-up is a manual and time-consuming process that may take days or
weeks. In addition, lenders may incur substantial indirect costs ranging from regulatory
penalties to investor “holdbacks” if final recording fees differ from the disclosed amount or
if the recorded security instrument and title policy are not received.
In an attempt to address these issues, many lenders simply assign more personnel to the
problem or outsource post-closing activities to third-party providers. However,
technology is now available to automate and simplify post-closing processes without the
need to outsource or hire additional resources. A collaboration portal designed to ease the
burden of the TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures rule (TRID) and enhanced with
post-closing and e-recording services allows lenders, title insurance underwriters, and
title and settlement agents to view the status of post-closing deliverables in real time.
Recorded security instruments are immediately delivered to all parties, and any change in
recording fees is automatically updated on the closing disclosure.
Because a post-closing collaboration service eliminates the need for personnel, internal or
outsourced, to manually track down trailing documents, the return on investment is
almost immediate. Moreover, recent signals from the GSEs indicate that forthcoming
guideline revisions will only further pave the way for efficient, paper-free post-closing
collaboration by reducing the requirement for a copy of the ink-signed security instrument
in the servicing file. Now is the time for lenders to invest in their best defense against the
regulatory repurcussions of improperly perfected loans.
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Electronic Post-Closing Collaboration: Better for Everyone

BETTER FOR LENDERS

✓ Transparency into settlement and recording processes
✓ Immediate receipt of electronically recorded documents directly into lender’s system
✓ Secure and prompt receipt of the title insurance policy
✓ Automated tracking, proof of receipt, and outstanding document reports
✓ Prompt notification of variances in final recording fees or transfer tax amounts and any related re-disclosure requirements
✓ Reduced back-office costs and no sorting, opening, or scanning mail or storing paper files
✓ Automated audit trail
✓ Fewer transactions requiring third-party involvement thanks to self-service status tracking
✓ Automated scoring of settlement agent turn times
✓ No more lost or misplaced paperwork

BETTER FOR SETTLEMENT AGENTS

✓ Transparency that supports lender’s post-closing process
✓ Easy upload and immediate delivery of electronically recorded documents
✓ Fast and secure policy delivery to title insurance underwriter
✓ Automated tracking and proof of delivery
✓ Prompt notification of variances in final recording fees or transfer tax amounts
✓ Reduced mailing and tracking costs
✓ Automated audit trail
✓ Fewer status inquiries from lenders and no need to revisit the file every time a demand letter is received
✓ Better turn times that yield improved customer satisfaction and more lender business
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ABOUT SIMPLIFILE

Simplifile is a rapidly-growing, online service that connects lenders, settlement
agents, and counties. Since 2000, Simplifile has grown to become the nation’s
largest e-recording network and transformed the title and real estate industry.
From e-recording to document sharing, collaboration and post closing, Simplifile
offers an array of services in one place to help users securely record, share, and
track documents, data, and fees with ease.

